FCAA News
Our recent news is that the FCAA journal has been accepted for inclusion in Scopus by the Content Selection & Advisory Board (CSAB) of Elsevier B.V. The review is now complete and the CSAB has advised that this title will be added in the Scopus list.
Separately, our Editorial team performed searchings through the databases of Web of Science (WoS) , Scopus, Google Scholar, QuadSearch and Publish-or-Perish (PoP) , so to achieve a preliminary evaluation for the journal's performance, based on the generally accepted ranking criteria. Overall, the information found for FCAA sounds really impressing. A lot of excellent articles have been published in FCAA, frequently cited by authors in other estimated journals, and a lot of hard editorial work has been done to achieve these results, over 13 years since 1998. His book addresses to mathematicians, physicists, engineers, and other scientists interested in chaos phenomena or in fractional-order systems. It can be used in courses on dynamical systems, control theory, and applied mathematics at graduate or postgraduate level. The book presents a study of fractional-order chaotic systems accompanied by MATLAB programs for simulating their state space trajectories, which are shown in the illustrations therein. Description of the chaotic systems is clearly presented and their analysis and numerical solution are done in an easy-to-follow manner. Simulink models for the selected fractional-order systems are also presented. The readers will understand the fundamentals of the fractional calculus, how real dynamical systems can be described using fractional derivatives and fractional differential equations, how such equations can be solved, and how to simulate and explore chaotic systems of fractional order. Keywords: Control of chaos -Fractional calculus -Fractional chaotic systems -Matlab programs chaos -Simulink models -Stability of fractional order systems. FC was first developed by pure mathematicians in the middle of the 19th century. Some 100 years later, engineers and physicists have found applications for these concepts in their areas. However there has traditionally been little interaction between these two communities. In particular, typical mathematical works provide extensive findings on aspects with comparatively little significance in applications, and the engineering literature often lacks mathematical detail and precision. This book bridges the gap between the two communities. It concentrates on the class of fractional derivatives most important in applications, the Caputo operators, and provides a self-contained, deep and mathematically rigorous study of their properties and of corresponding differential equations. The text is a useful tool for mathematicians and researchers from the applied sciences. It can also be used as a basis for teaching graduate courses on fractional differential equations. Key Words: Mittag-Leffler functions -existence, uniqueness and stability of solutions -fractional derivative of Caputo type -fractional differential equation -single-and multi-term differential equations.
- Prof. D. Przeworska-Rolewicz was invited several times for lectures to Canada, USA, Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium, Soviet Union, Bulgaria, also to France, England, Sweden, Italy, Australia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Greece, etc. She was organizing the periodic international conferences "Functional-Differential Systems and Related Topics" (1979, 1981, 1983, 1985) and "Different Aspects of Differentiability" (1993, 1995 Mathematics and Mechanics (1979-1981) and Chair of Differential and Integral Equations (1988-1996) . Later, he moved to the University of Algarve in Faro, Portugal, where is a Full Professor since 2002.
The main area of Samko's mathematical research is connected with hypersingular integrals, potential type operators and functional spaces of fractional smoothness. He is well known for his results involving the characterization of the spaces of Riesz-type potentials in terms of hypersingular integrals and the algorithmic approach to the solution of integral equations of the first kind with potential type kernels according to which their solutions are expressed in closed form in terms of hypersingular integrals. The results of these investigations were presented in the monograph by S.G. Samko "Hypersingular Integrals and Their Applications", published in Russian (1984, Rostov State University) . The English revised and extended edition of this book is by Taylor & Francis, in 2002. Another area of Samko's research concerns the development of various problems of one-and multi-dimensional mathematical analysis. A new step in this direction was done in the monograph by S.G. Samko, A.A. Kilbas and O.I. Marichev "Integrals and Derivatives of Fractional Order and Some of Their Applications", published first in Russian (1987, Nauka i Tekhnika). In this book a systematic and all-round exposition of the classical and modern results on the theory of fractional calculus of functions of one and several variables, mainly based on Samko's papers, was given for the first time in the world literature. Applications of fractional calculus to integral and differential equations were presented together with the historical information, reviews of connected results and a wide bibliography. All these facts gave an encyclopedic nature to this monograph. Its English revised and extended edition was published in 1993 by Gordon and Breach Science Publishers. These books gave a vast impact to the further development of the fractional calculus and its applications, and obtained hundreds of citations, including by authors in the journal Fract. Calc. Appl. Anal. Professor Samko pays a lot of attention to mathematical education, devoting much strength and energy to the supervision of postgraduates and trainees, having 21 Ph.D students, organizing seminars, etc. He was invited to give talks at international conferences, seminars and workshops in many countries, himself -organizing several international conferences, leading and coordinating many research projects and groups.
Samko gives a lot of his energy to publishing activity, being member of Editorial Boards of 9 international mathematical journals, including FCAA, namely: Izvestia Vuzov. Matematika (Russian) Prof. Stefan Samko has essential contributions in the following areas, closely related to the FCAA topics: -singular integral equations and boundary value problems; -Abel integral equations and their applications; -integral equations with weak singularities; -integral equations of convolution type; -fractional calculus; -fractional powers of operators; -oneand multi-dimensional theory of potential type operators; -hypersingular operators; -functional spaces with variable exponents.
Singular integral equations and boundary value problems:
-Abstract theory (Noether theory) of general singular integral equations (including in the case of open arc Γ)
-Classes of general singular integral solvable in closed form.
-Generalized argument principle.
-Acting properties of singular integral operators (including, SIO on Carleson curves) in spaces with variable exponents and applications to the investigation of boundary value problems in classes of analytic functions represented by the Cauchy type integrals.
Abel integral equations and their generalizations:
-Solution in closed form of generalized Abel type integral equations.
-Proof of the relation formulas of fractional integration operators with singular integral operators, in particular, k(x − t)l(t)dt ≡ 1).
-Classes of correctness in weighted Hölder spaces for Sonine's integral equation.
Convolution type integral equations: -Introducing and investigation of properties of Banach spaces, appropriate to the solution of convolution type integral equations a 0 (t)ϕ(t) + 
